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    EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY  

   
 SIL – 36/2014 
 

  
 

   No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50                                    Dated:- 11.08.2014   
 

Controller of Stores 
East Central Railway 
Hajipur. 
       
 

    Sub- Issue of JPO for indicating percentage of lead content in LA/VRLA  

             batteries.   
      --- 
 

During investigation of a case pertaining to disposal of lead Acid & VRLA Batteries 
2V of different capacities of S&T department of DNR division, it was observed that in the 

NS-11 (advice notes for sending scrap batteries to depots), percentage of lead content for 

each type of batteries was not indicated.  
 

Lot of these scrap batteries was formed for auction sale and in the description of 

the lot % of lead content was not mentioned.  It was also not mentioned on the survey 
sheet which was approved at HQs.  While fixing the Reserve Price (RP) of the batteries, % 
lead content was not considered.  
 

Lead is one of the major components of scrap LA/VRLA batteries and its content 
varies for different capacities (AH) as well as voltages of the batteries.  LA batteries are 

disposed of by S&T, Mech & Elect deptt.  
 

A JPO with S&T, Mech & Elect deptt on this aspect is, therefore, required to made 
for indicating % of lead content of the batteries in NS-11s (advice notes for returned 
stores) by the sending units.  As the lead content varies with capacities & voltage, in the 

lot for auction sale, the quantity of each type of battery capacity wise & voltage wise 

should be indicated.  Lots of intact batteries should be formed and sold in nos and not in 
MT.  
 

 Action taken in regards to making of JPO & its implementation may be intimated to 
this office.  
 

               (J.K. Verma) 

                                 Sr. Dy. General Manager 
 

Copy to: 
 CEE, CSTE, CME/E.C. Railway/Hajipur : for necessary action pl. 

 
Vig.f.no. ECR/Vig/V4/N/DNR/11-13/Dy.CVO(S)/PC/RK/21 (IRVINS 2013120022) 
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